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Alexia Tarabotti is laboring under a great many social tribulations. First, she has no soul. Second,

she's a spinster whose father is both Italian and dead. Third, she was rudely attacked by a vampire,

breaking all standards of social etiquette. Where to go from there? From bad to worse apparently,

for Alexia accidentally kills the vampire -- and then the appalling Lord Maccon (loud, messy,

gorgeous, and werewolf) is sent by Queen Victoria to investigate. With unexpected vampires

appearing and expected vampires disappearing, everyone seems to believe Alexia responsible.

Can she figure out what is actually happening to London's high society? Will her soulless ability to

negate supernatural powers prove useful or just plain embarrassing? Finally, who is the real enemy,

and do they have treacle tart?SOULLESS is the first book of the Parasol Protectorate series: a

comedy of manners set in Victorian London, full of werewolves, vampires, dirigibles, and

tea-drinking. The Parasol ProtectorateSoullessChangelessBlamelessHeartlessTimelessFor more

from Gail Carriger, check out:The Custard ProtocolPrudenceImprudenceFinishing School

(YA)Etiquette & EspionageCurtsies & ConspiraciesWaistcoats & WeaponryManners & Mutiny
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I don't really think I've ever come across a book quite as quotable as Soulless, and right from the



start it had me in a combination of giggles and "oh, I'm so going to have to remember that line" - it

was a pattern that started very early on ("a vampire, like a lady, never reveals his true age") and

continued right to the very end (I cannot post the quote as it is both spoiler and possibly NSFW). For

all the dark and dreariness that does appear in a world populated by vampires, werewolves and

London fog, this is a very humorous book with a great many wonderful lines. The best humour,

naturally, comes from the interactions between Alexia and Lord Maccon, who are already familiar

with each other, and his dislike of her at least somewhat relates back to an incident with a hedgehog

- don't worry, folks, we do find out what the hedgehog incident actually was. And if you're a fan of

UST between people who don't quite get along, you'll be more than happy to know it's absolutely

dripping with the stuff.Carriger has done a lot of clever world-building when it comes to her

paranormal steampunk London, and the many people and beings who live in it. The organisation of

this Victorian society populated by supernatural beings is well-displayed, with the relevant

information coming out at the right time, and not being dumped on us all at once. Every author puts

their own twists on the concepts of vampires and werewolves, and while for the most part she sticks

to standards she adds her own flare to things - like how vampires have influenced fashion and the

like (pale, my dears, is very much in). But the thing I like most is the concept of preternaturals, their

historical role and their own unique abilities.

Soulless is a light book with an imaginative premise. The main character is Alexia Tarabotti, a

woman who is born without a soul, who is thus able to negate the powers of the supernatural with

her touch. The cast of characters is interesting, albeit a little one-dimensional.The story is a fun

romp but I did find the writing a bit choppy. Certain scenes felt contrived. Some of the actions of the

characters didn't make sense in their situational context and left me scratching my head going "huh,

seriously, NOW??? When your life is in danger, you want to do WHAT?!" I can't be more specific

without giving away some of the key scenes but if/when you read this, you'll know what I mean.

Despite that, I did enjoy the book.Here's a list of the things I loved about this book: - Alexia is half

Italian and different from her peers and while she is made to feel like an outsider, she embraces her

status as an independent thinking woman. I liked that she is a nonconformist. - Highly imaginative

premise. Brilliant! - Loved the writing style!! Very classic, very British and fun to read. - Quirky

supporting characters: Ivy, Professor Lyall and Lord Akeldama.Here's a list of things I didn't love

about this book: - Alexia is half Italian. Okay. I get it. I think I got it after the 1st two or three times. I

also get that she's darker than her peers and has a bigger than usual nose, hence she's been

shelved and has never presented for marriage. And I get that she's generously proportioned in the



bosom and hips, okay, okay. I just don't need to be reminded over and over again of her

appearance. The repetition was making me crazy. - Characters were one-dimensional and needed

more development.

Alexia Tarabotti is laboring under a great many social tribulations. First, she has no soul. Second,

she's a spinster whose father is both Italian and dead. Third, she is being rudely attacked by a

vampire to whom she has not been properly introduced! Where to go from there? From bad to

worse apparently, for Alexia accidentally kills the vampire, and the appalling Lord Maccon (loud,

messy, gorgeous, and werewolf) is sent by Queen Victoria to investigate. With unexpected vampires

appearing and expected vampires disappearing, everyone seems to believe Alexia responsible.

Can she figure out what is actually happening to London's high society? Will her soulless ability to

negate supernatural powers prove useful or just plain embarrassing? Who is the real enemy, and do

they have treacle tart?---This book is a mix of things and I fell head over heels for it. I had heard a

lot about steampunk and after reading this I want more. I love a good alternate history/earth kind of

book.And yes I know I put up a lot of genres there, but there is a lot of different things in here, and

how to tell what is what. Also I am first now getting the whole steampunk idea. What not to miss is

that it's also comedic. It's so witty, and even if it's not laugh out loud haha, it has that witty streak

through out the whole book that I often sat there with a smile on my face. I loved the banter between

the main characters.Alexia is a great heroine, witty, smart and not like her half sisters or other

women. She is also soulless, a soulsucker as the vampires call her kind. She has been a spinster

from once, her mother does not know about her condition, but because of her Italian look she has

been on the shelf for 10 years.
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